What is IRis?
IRis is a digital archive that
collects, manages, preserves, and
shares the intellectual output and
historical record of Northeastern
University. It is a service of the
University Libraries.

Who is it for?
• NU researchers and scholars
who want to promote and preserve
their intellectual output
• NU administrators who need to
preserve important University records

“With the latest enhancement
to IRis, faculty now have a
state-of-the-art service for
storing their published work
and making it openly accessible
across the Web. That’s great
for them, great for Northeastern,
and great for researchers and
scholars worldwide!”
- Will Wakeling
Dean, University Libraries

- Michael Silevitch
Director of Bernard M. Gordon Center for
Subsurface Sensing & Imaging Systems
(CenSSIS) and IRis contributor

• Pre-print and post-print versions
of published journal articles
• Research and technical papers
• Electronic dissertations and
master’s theses produced at NU
• Conference presentations
• Video and audio recordings
of speeches and events
• Historical and contemporary
publications produced by NU
• Data sets: statistical, geospatial, etc.
• Learning objects, such as interactive
models and instructional portals

• Anyone seeking the published research
of NU faculty or documents and
publications produced by the university

“We at CenSSIS believe that
IRis will promote our research
to a broader audience and
preserve it without any action
on our part.”

Examples of IRis Content:

iris.lib.neu.edu
NU’s flagship open-access journal, Annals of Environmental
Science, has been operating in IRis since 2007

Why IRis?
Easy to use and highly functional:
• Make your work permanently
available via the Internet
• Receive monthly e-mail reports
on downloads of your work

Professional exposure:
• Allows others to quickly
find, use, and cite your work
• Content is indexed by Google and
readily accessible worldwide
• Showcases your scholarship to other
researchers, funding sources,
potential collaborators, and others

Digital Scholarship,
Publishing, and Preservation at
Northeastern University

Also use IRis to:
• Organize your next conference,
from registration setup to abstract
submissions to published online
proceedings
• Produce your open access journal,
including online management of
the submission and peer review process

iris.lib.neu.edu

